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A recent Letter [1] has proposed a device, consisting
of an rf SQUID with the junction replaced by a double
one, i.e. a Bloch transistor. For symmetric Josephson
couplings E1 = E2, and for specific flux bias Φx and gate
voltage Vg applied to the transistor’s island, the tunneling
of encircled flux Φ between its two local potential minima
is claimed to be suppressed completely due to destructive
interference. This comment purports to show that this
claim in general is not valid. Namely, the very Hamilto-
nian (1) in [1], from which the effect is derived, describes
the circuit only under an additional condition.
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FIG. 1: A superconducting ring including a Bloch transistor.
For definiteness, we model the circuit as in Fig. 1.
The stray capacitance Cs is formally necessary if Vg is
to have any effect; otherwise, the charge on the gate ca-
pacitor Cg is conserved [2]. Thus, the effective environ-
ment is C−1e = C
−1
s + C
−1
g . A symmetric setup with
a second inductance L′ between Cs and C2 would cre-
ate a third degree of freedom: a resonance with ω2res =
C−1e [L
−1+(L′)−1], coupling to the Josephson phases φ1,2.
Similarly if instead a C′s would be inserted between L and
C1 or parallel to L or if, most physically, Cs were taken
distributed along the ring. In all these alternatives, the
additional high-frequency modes can be ignored at low
energy and our conclusion would hold unchanged.
For the Hamiltonian one obtains (~ = 1)
H = Q21/2C1 + (Q2−CeVg)
2/2(C2+Ce)− E1 cosφ1
− E2 cosφ2 + (φ1+φ2−2piΦx/Φ0)
2/8e2L ; (1)
Φ0 is the flux quantum. Q2, the conjugate to φ2, has
a contribution on Cs besides the charge across C2. Our
basic environment thus merely renormalizes C2 [3]. Now
put φ ≡ φ1+φ2, 2θ ≡ φ1−φ2, implying 2Qφ = Q1+Q2,
Qθ = Q1−Q2. The Qφ,θ capacitance matrix is C =(
1
4
(C˜1+C˜2)
1
2
(C˜1−C˜2)
1
2
(C˜1−C˜2) C˜1+C˜2
)
, with C˜1 = C1 and C˜2 = C2+Ce.
At least in this model, the diagonal entries of C are still
related. More importantly, C is not diagonal as the effec-
tive C˜1 and C˜2 differ in general—due to not only the en-
vironment, but mainly the inevitable fabrication spread.
The cross-capacitance Cφθ adds a term ∝ Cφθφ˙θ˙ to the
Lagrangian (4) in [1], so that the two tunneling paths in
their Fig. 2 become inequivalent and no longer cancel.
For an arbitrary ratio of Coulomb and Josephson ener-
gies, the symmetries proving level degeneracy [1] require
E1 = E2 and C˜1 = C˜2. It would be interesting to see if
and to what extent a Cφθ 6= 0 could be compensated for
by a change in working point.
It may be useful to compare with the two-junction de-
sign in [4], and clarify why Cφθ does not matter there but
does in [1]. In [4], φ is made near-classical by a large junc-
tion and capacitor, so its conjugate charge and hence the
latter’s coupling to Qθ can be ignored. Here, quantum
effects in both phases are essential for Aharonov–Casher
type interference. Indeed, the device of [1] is a modified
rf SQUID, and suppressing overall-phase fluctuations in
the latter would merely yield trivial classical dynamics.
In closing, let us point out that also note 22 in [1] is in-
correct. A superconducting loop with only two junctions
is not bistable for all L, since for L → 0 the Josephson
coupling is a simple cosine [5]. This is precisely the reason
why the design in [6], which does not rely on magnetic
energy to achieve bistability, involves three junctions.
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